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UNITED STAI§§B§IENT oFFro. 
JOHN. M. WADDELL, OF‘GBEENFIELD, OHIO. 

1,132,233. ' 

To all whom it may concern : 
Be it known that I. Join‘ M. “amount. a 

i citizen of the United States of America. and 
, resident of Green?eld. county ot Highland, 
5 

10, 

and State of Ohio,‘ have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Filing 
(‘abinets for Disk Smmd-llecords. of which 
the“ following is a specification. 
“This invention relates to ?ling cabinets 

for? disk sound records, and has for an object 
.‘to produce a cabinet in which disks may be 
?led compactly andso that any disk may 

‘be readily removed. by hand._ 
A further object is to‘ produce a filing 

cabinetgin‘ which any desired. record may be 
readily removed or replaced by onc's ?ngers. 

, A further object is to produce a ?ling 
‘ { cabinet, ‘in which no‘ mechanism is used to 

effect remov’al and replacing of the records. 
These. and othervolnects are. attained in 

the ?ling cabinet vdescrlbedin the following 
. A speci?cation, and" illustrated , the accom 

panying drawings, in which, I 
‘Figurel is' aside elevation taken par 

tially‘ insection, of' a‘ cabinet embodyng' my 
‘invention, and showing the" ‘upper record 
?ling“ case in the record~accessible position. 
.Fig: 2‘ .is‘a frontelevation ‘of the cabinet 
“illustrated in Fig. 1, showing the interior 

‘30a of’ theacabinet with the lower ‘record ?ling 
case intherecord-accessibleposition. Fig. 3 

‘ is a transverse sectional‘ view taken on line 
‘ 3—3“*of Fig. 4. Fig‘. 4 1s .a plan view of a 

,wrecord-?ling'case used in‘ the cabinet ‘em 
.85‘ hodying my invention. 

‘The cabinet-illustratediconsists of a frame 
¢ 5, having doors 6, and record. ?ling cases 7 

' between them. 
45 

and 8, movably mounted in the frame. 
These‘ ?ling cases consist.‘ of boxes 9, in 
which a series of transverse partitions 10 
are secured. The space‘ or compartment ‘be, 
tween adjacent partitions is of su?icient 
Width t6 permit a disk record to pass freely 

lilocksll ‘are placed in the 
ends 12 otraltern‘ate spaces or compartments 
‘13‘10n one, side l‘iof each case, while ‘in the 
opposite. ends 15 of the alternate spaceslG, 
blocks 17 are placed. This arrangement of 
blocksicreates ine?’ect a series of record re 
ceiving spaces, which have their ends stag 

‘ gored with relation to one‘ another, as shown 
‘in Fig; 4. \V‘hen recordsrare placed in these‘ 
spacesrthe. edges of the records of one alter 

‘ i‘nate‘ series 18 arestaggered' with relation to 
‘the edgesof‘the recordsoi't the other alter 
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> nate series, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. This 
arrangement permits each of the records to 
be easily grasped by one's ?ngers, as shown 
in Fig. l, and thus greatly facilitates the 

. removal of records from the case. 1 

In order to a?‘ord access to any desired 
record, I have provided that each record be 
given a number, and that it be ?led in the 
space having a number corresponding to 
that of the record. The subject matter of 
the record is then written in an alphabeti{ 
cally indexed book, together with the num 
ber of the space in the filing case to which 
it belongs. Thus the desired record may 
be obtained at any time. The system of 
numbering the record spaces isv shown at 
it)“ in Fig. l. ' 
The mounting of the above described 

v?ling cases in the body or frame 5 of the. 
cabinet is accomplished in the following 
manner: Shelves 20 and 21 are locate tin 
the cabinet, to receive the ?ling cases which 
are hinged thereto, as shown in Fig. 1.v _ The‘ 
hinges are secured to the edges‘of the shelves 
and to the bottom of each case, in .i- positionx 
such that when the case is resting ‘upon the 
shelf, its'center of ‘gravity. will lie back of‘ 
the hinge, in which position the case will 
remain upon the shelf. \Vhen, however, the 
case is tipped forward, to occupy the posi-_ 
tion of the top .case shown in Fig. 1, the cen— 
ter of gravity will shift to cause the case to 
occupy the tilted position, without any tend 
ency to return to the normal position, until 
manually placed in that position. Stops 22 
and 23 are secured to the side walls of the 
cabinet, to retain the cases in the tilted po 
sitions shown. , . ' 

It will be seen by referring‘to Fig. 1, that 
only one case at a time may occupy the tilted 
position, for the reason that the lower front 
edge of the upper ?ling case would collide 
with the tops of the records in the lower 
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?ling case, were the lower case also occupy- . 
ing the tilted positions at the same time, as 

1 shown in dotted lines, Fig. 1. If, however, 
the upper case was ?rst caused to occupy the 
tilted position. the lower case would be‘ pre 
vented from also occupying this position for 
the same reason.v In order to prevent more 
than one case from being placed in the tilted . 
position at any one time, to prevent injury 
to the records in the lower case, I have pro» 
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vidcd locking means ‘24. which are adapted ’ 
to automatically lock either one of the cases 110 



in its normal position on the shelf, when the 
other case is broughtwto occupy the tilted 
position. This lockingmeans consists of 
two bars 25 and 26, which are hinged at 

- their upper ends to the under side of the 
“on of the cabinet, as shown in Fig. l, and 
are provided with stop blocks 27 and 28; 

' 71'1 the normal position of the ?ling cases, 
the rear top edges thereof contact the bars 

‘ and 26 and hold the stop blocks‘fz'i and 28 
out of contact with these edges. ‘Vhen, how 
ever, one of the ?ling cases, as for example, 
the top case, is tilted, as shown in Fig.‘ 1, 
bar 26 swings inwardly until block 28 has‘ 
been swung over the top of the rear board 
of the lower ?ling case, thus preventing this 
.case from being tilted. ' 

In order to move the lower case to the 
tilted or record-accessible position, the top 
case must be moved to its normal position, 
shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1. This causes 
the bar 26 to bepushed back, withdrawing 
block 28, and permitting the lower ?ling 
case to be moved to the tilted position, shown 

' in dotted lines. In moving to this position, 
bar 25 drops to the position shown, thus 

- bringing stop 27 to engage the top rear edge 
of the upper ?ling case and to thereby lock“ 
it in the'normal position, shown in dotted 
lines. ‘ ~ . ' 

In the cabinet above described, the sound 
tecords are so vcompactly ?led, that the~ 
spaces between the records are reduced to a 
vminimum, andyet each record is as readily 
accessible for removal b one’s ?ngers as 
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though a much greater amount of space had 
been‘ allowed between them. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim is: -- ~ 

1. A ?ling case for "?at record disks hav~v 
ing a series ‘of transversely extending par 
titions located therein to form a series of 
transverse record receiving spaces, and 
blocks located in alternate opposite ends of 
consecutive spaces to cause the ends of adj a 
cent spaces to he staggered with relation 
to one another. 7 

2. In a ?ling cabinet for sound records 
the combination of a _frame, a series of 
superimposed ?ling cases mounted in the 
frame and adapted to be' moved to record 
accessible positions, and a series of depend 
ing lock bars pivotally attached at their 
upper ends to the frame, each bar being 
adapted to be engaged by one of the cases 
when the case is in its, normal position, to 
hold the bar out of locking engagement with , 
the remaining cases, _and to swing into en 
gagement with the remaining cases to lock 
the cases against movement when the case 
controlling its operation is moved to its 
record-accessible position.v ' ' 

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto 
subscribed my name this 12th day of Feb 
ruary, 19M. , ' 

'JOHN M. WADDELL. 
' WVitnesses: 

C. W. Cnoss, 
T. L. STRATTON. ‘ 
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